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NERON MODELS FOR SEMIABELIAN VARIETIES: CONGRUENCE 
AND CHANGE OF BASE FIELD* 

CHING-LI CHAlt 

1. Introduction. Let 0 be a henselian discrete valuation ring with perfect 
residue field. Denote by K the fraction field of 0 = (!)#, and by p = pK the maximal 
ideal of 0. Then every abelian variety A over K has a Neron model ^4NR over 0. The 
Neron model -ANR of A is a smooth group scheme of finite type over 0, characterized 
by the property that for every finite unramified extension L of K, every L-valued 
point of AK extends uniquely to an O^-valued point of A™R. We refer to the book 
[BLR] for a thorough exposition of the construction and basic properties of Neron 
models. 

In general, the formation of Neron models does not commute with base change. 
Rather, for every finite extension field M of if, we have a canonical homomorphism 

canAM/K : ANR xspec oK Spec OM -> ^M
NR 

from the base change of the Neron model to the Neron model of the base change, 
which extends the natural isomorphism between the generic fibers. If A has semistable 
reduction over 0^, i.e. if the neutral component of ^4NR is a semiabelian scheme, then 
caiiA^M/K is an open immersion. We define a numerical invariant c(A, K) of A as 
follows. Let L/K be a finite separable extension such that the abelian variety A has 
semistable reduction over Oi,. Let e{L/K) be the ramification index of L/K. Define 

1 / T IP A   NR \ 
c{A,K) := lengthq- — 

eiL/K)      *   u^can^L/^(LieANR0OL)y 

Notice that c(A, K) does not depend on the choice of L/K. The invariant c{A, K) 
measures the failure of A to have semistable reduction over OK ; it is equal to zero if and 
only if A has semistable reduction over OK- Thus c(A, K) may be regarded as a sort 
of "conductor" of A. We will call it the base change conductor of A. One motivation 
of this paper is to study the properties of the invariant c(^4, K) and determine whether 
it can be expressed in terms of more familiar ones, for instance the Artin conductor 
or the Swan conductor of the £-adic Tate module attached to A. 

In a similar fashion one can attach to each semiabelian variety G over K a non- 
negative rational number c(G,K)] see 2.4. for the precise definition. For a torus T 
over K it has been shown, by E. de Shalit and independently by J.-K. Yu and the 
author, that 

(*) c{T,K) = \a{X*{T)®z®) , 

one-half of the Artin conductor of the linear representation of Gel(K8ep/K) on the 
character group of T; see [CYdS]. This answers, in the affirmative, a question posed 
by B. Gross and G. Prasad. 
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The main geometric result of [CYdS] says that the congruence class of the Neron 
model TNR of T is determined by the congruence class, with perhaps a higher congru- 
ence level, of the Galois twisting data of T. More precisely, for a given torus T there 
exists an integer m such that for any N > 1 the congruence class of the Neron model 
rNR of T modulo p^ is determined up to unique isomorphism, by the congruence 
class modulo p£+m in the sense of [D], of the quadruple (OR, GL, Gal(L/K),X*(T)). 
Here L is a finite Galois extension of K which splits T, and X*(T) is the character 
group of T with natural action by the Galois group Gal(L/K). With this congruence 
result at our disposal, the calculation of the base change conductor c(T, K) in [CYdS] 
proceeds in several steps. 

• For an induced torus of the form, T = ResM/K^m, where M is a finite 
separable extension of K, an easy computation shows that c(T, K) is equal to 
half of the exponent of the discriminant disc(M/jftr). Therefore the formula 
(*) holds for products of induced tori. 

• Suppose that the char(jfrT) = 0. One shows, as a consequence of Tate's Euler- 
Poincare characteristic formula, that c(T, K) depends only on the if-isogeny 
class of T. Therefore the base change conductor is an additive function on 
the Grothendieck group of finite dimensional Q-rational representations of 
Gal(Ksep/K). According to Artin's theorem on the characters of a finite 
group we know that the If-isogeny class of T is a Q-linear combination of 
the isogeny classes of induced tori of the form ResM/K^m j where M runs 
through subextensions of L/K. So the formula (*) holds in general. 

• When char(i^) = p > 0, one approximates (OK,OL,GCI\(L/K),X*(T)) by a 
quadruple (0Ko, 0Lo, Gal(Lo/Ko),X*(To)) with char(ifo) = 0 as in [D]. One 
concludes by the geometric result on congruence of Neron models that the 
formula (*) and the isogeny invariance of c(T, K) still hold. 

Here what makes it possible to approximate tori over local fields of characteristic p 
by tori over local fields of characteristic 0 is the following, often under-appreciated, 
fact: The group of automorphisms of a split torus T of dimension d is isomorphic to 
GLd(Z), and two split tori Ti,T2 of the same dimension over local fields Ki,K2 are 
congruent if Oi^, O^ are congruent. 

In this article we examine how far the method used in [CYdS] can be generalized 
to the case of abelian varieties, or more generally semiabelian varieties. Happily the 
geometric result on congruence generalizes to Neron models for abelian varieties as 
expected: Given an abelian variety A over K, there exists a constant m > 0 such 
that for each N > 0, ANR ®sPec o Spec (0/pN) depends only on the (mod pN+m)- 
congruence class of the Galois action on the degeneration data for A; see Theorem 
7.6 for the precise statement and 7.1, 7.2 for the relevant definitions. 

We make a digression in this paragraph to explain the above congruence state- 
ment. Suppose that L/K is a finite Galois extension of K such that AL has semistable 
reduction over OL- Then the neutral component of the Neron model of AL can be 
constructed, by a uniformization procedure, as a quotient of a semiabelian scheme G 
over OL by a subgroup Y of periods; see [FC, chap. 2, 3]. The Galois L/K-descent 
data for AK induces a semi-linear action of Gal(L/K) on (G, Y). There is a natu- 
ral notion of congruence between two such degeneration data (Gi, Yi), (62,12) with 
actions by Gal(Za/lfi), Gal(£2/^2) respectively, provided that the two sextuples 

(GKupKnG^pLnGalfa/K^Y!)    and    (0K21pK2J0L2,pL2,Gal(L2/K2),Y2) 

are congruent modulo a given level, say m -\- N.   Our congruence result says that 
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congruence between two degeneration data as above implies congruence between the 
Neron models AK^

11
 and AK2

NR
.' We illustrate the notion of congruence of degen- 

eration data in the case of Tate curves. Suppose we are given an isomorphism a 
between 

(Oif1,pjf1,Oil>pLl,Gal(Z,i/ir1)>ri)    mod p%+N 

and 

(0K2 , PK2, 0L2, pL2, Gal(L2/^2), Y2)   mod p™+N . 

After picking a generator for Yi and a corresponding generator for Y2 under a, 
we obtain periods Qi G PL^ i = Ij2. Then we say that two degeneration data 
(Gm,gf), (Gmj^f) are "congruent at level m + N" if qi and q2 have the same order 
a and their respective classes in p^ <8> (Q^/PK**) - Pii ® (

G
L2/PK^

N
) correspond 

under a. 

However unlike the case of tori, one cannot deduce the validity of a general state- 
ment about the base change conductor for abelian varieties over local fields by "reduc- 
ing to characteristic 0" using the congruence result explained above. The difficulty is 
that an abelian scheme AoK over OK in positive characteristic may have "too many" 
automorphisms, such that no matter how one approximates the moduli point of AoK 

by ©^/-valued points with cha^if') = 0, the resulting abelian scheme A1 over OK' 

will have "too small" a group of automorphisms, causing it impossible to approximate 
some Galois twist of A by abelian varieties over local fields of characteristic 0. 

In some situations the base change conductor c(A, K) has a simple expression. For 
instance if the abelian variety A has potentially totally multiplicative degeneration, 
i.e. there exists a finite extension L/K such that the neutral component of the closed 
fiber of the Neron model AL

NR
 of AL is a torus, then c(A, K) is equal to a quarter 

of the Artin conductor of the ^-adic Tate module V^A) of A for a prime number £ 
which is invertible in the residue field K. See Cor. 5.2, and also see Prop. 7.8 for a 
more general result. 

Suppose either that the residue field K of K is finite, or that chdir(K) = 0, then the 
calculation of the base change conductor c(^4, K) for a general abelian variety A over 
K can be reduced to that of an abelian variety B over the completion K oiK with 
potentially good reduction, in the following sense. Recall that c(A, K) = c(-A, K) since 
Afc** = A?* Xspec o Spec 0^.  According to the general theory of degeneration of 

abelian varieties, the abelian variety Ag over K can be "uniformized" as the quotient 

of a semi-abelian variety G over K by a discrete lattice V, where G is an extension 
of an abelian variety B over K by a torus T, and B has potentially good reduction. 
In the above situation, Theorem 5.3 asserts that c(A,K) — c(T,K) + c(B,K). 

Despite what the tori case may suggest, in general the base change conductor for 
abelian varieties over a local field K does change under If-rational isogenies: There 
exist abelian varieties Ai,A2 which are isogenous over K, yet c(Ai,K) ^ 0(^2,K). 
In 6.10 we give two such examples, one with K = Qp and another with K = K[[t]], 
where K is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. In view of these examples, we see 
that c(A, K) cannot be expressed in terms of invariants attached to the ^-adic Tate 
modules Vt(A) of A. There is one positive result in this direction: If A\>A2 are 
abelian varieties over a local field K of characteristic 0 which are if-isogenous, and if 
there exists a finite separable extension L of K such that the neutral component of 
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the closed fiber of the Neron models of each Ai over Oz, is an extension of an ordinary 
abelian variety by a torus, then c(Ai, K) = c(A2, if); see Theorem 6.8. The examples 
mentioned earlier show that the ordinariness assumption cannot be dropped. 

It has long been known since the creation of the Neron models that the formation 
of Neron models does not preserve exactness, nor does it commute with change of base 
fields. Thus the phenomenon that the base change conductor c(—,K) has some nice 
properties, to the effect that many "defects" on the level of Neron models themselves 
often "cancel out" when measured by c(—, K), may be unexpected. This may explain 
why the invariant c(—,K) has attracted little attention before. This article and its 
predecessor [CYdS] are among the first to study the base change conductor; many 
basic questions concerning this invariant remain unsettled. A list of open problems, 
together with some comments, can be found in §8. 

It is a pleasure to thank J.-K. Yu; this paper could not have existed without 
him. Indeed he was the first to observe that the Neron models for tori with congruent 
Galois representations should be congruent, and that this can be brought to bear on 
the problem of Gross and Prasad on the base change conductor c(T, K) for tori. The 
author would also like to thank S. Bosch, E. de Shalit, X. Xavier and especially to 
S. Shatz for discussion and encouragement. Thanks are due to the referee for a very 
thorough reading of the manuscript. The seed of this work was sowed in the summer of 
1999 during a visit to the National Center for Theoretical Science in Hsinchu, Taiwan; 
its hospitality is gratefully acknowledged. 

2. Notations. 
2.1. Let 0 = OK be a discrete valuation ring with fraction field K and residue 

field K. Let p = p^ be the maximal ideal of 0 and let TT = TTK be a generator of 
p. The strict henselization (resp. the 7r-adic completion) of 0 will be denoted by 0sh 

(resp. 0). Their fields of fractions will be denoted by Ksh and K respectively. The 
residue field of 05h is Ksep, the separable closure of K. 

2.2. In this paper T (resp. G or G, resp. A or B), sometimes decorated with a 
subscript, will be the symbol for an algebraic torus (resp. a semiabelian variety, resp. 
an abelian variety). Often G fits into a short exact sequence 0->T—> G -> B -* 0, 
so that the semi-abelian variety G is an extension of the abelian variety B by a torus 
T, called a Raynaud extension. Such usage conforms with the notation scheme used 
in [FC, Ch. 2, 3], which we will generally follow. 

2.3. It is well-known that semiabelian varieties over K have Neron models. The 
Neron models come in several flavors. For a be semiabelian variety G over iif, we have 

• the 1ft Neron model GlftNR as defined in [BLR], 
• the open subgroup scheme Gft NR of Glft NR such that Gft NR(0x) is the maximal 

bounded subgroup of G(K)r 

• the open subgroup scheme GconnNR of GftNR such that the closed fiber of 
gconnNR is the neutral component of GftNR. 

The 1ft Neron model GlftNR is a group scheme which is smooth, therefore locally of 
finite type, over 0*; it satisfies GlftNR(0^) = G(Ksh). The other two models, GftNR 

and GconnNR, are smooth and of finite type over OK- We will abbreviate GftNR to GNR. 
Clearly AutNR — ANR for every abelian variety A over K. 

2.4. In this subsection we define numerical invariants c(G,K) and 

c(G,K) = {c1(G,K),... ,cg(G,K)),    where g = dim(G), 
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for a semiabelian varietie G over K. For each semiabelian variety G over K there 
exists a finite extension field L/K such that QL

conn^n is a semiabelian scheme over 
QL> Actually there exists a finite extension L/K which has the additional property 
that it is separable, or even Galois, but this is not necessary for the definition. Let 
C%XLG,LIK '- <2NR Xspec 0* Spec OL -» GL

NR
 be the canonical homomorphism which 

extends the natural isomorphism between the generic fibers. Define non-negative 
rational numbers 0 < ci(G,K) < • • • < Cg(G,K), where g = dim(G), by 

canG,L/x^(LieGNR0OL) " Jj peWK)ci(G,K) 

hetc(G,K) = (c1(G,K),...,cg(G9K)) and c(G,K) = c^G.K) + - •• + c9(G,K). 
Notice that c(G,K) and the Ci(G,Kys do not depend on the choice of the finite 
extension L/K such that G has semistable reduction over L. It is easy to see that 
c(G, K) is equal to zero if and only if G has semistable reduction over K. We call 
c(G,K) the base change conductor of G', and the Ci(GjKys the elementary divisors 
of the base change conductor of G. 

2.5. Let 0-»T-»G—> B -± 0 be a, Raynaud extension as above. We denote 
by X = X*(T) the character group of T; it is an etale sheaf of free abelian groups of 
finite rank over Spec K. Therefore one can also think of X as a module for the Galois 
group Gdil(Ksep/K). Every Raynaud extension 0-»T-»G-»I?-»0 corresponds to 
a J^-rational homomorphism c : X ->• B1, where B* is the dual abelian variety of B. 

2.6. Let Y be an etale sheaf of free abelian groups of finite^ank over Spec K. 
A homomorphism t : Y ->• G from Y to a semi-abelian variety G corresponds to a 
if-rational homomorphism c* : Y —> B, together with a trivialization r : lyxx —^ 
(c* x cyV'1 of the biextension (c* x c)*^-1 over F x X. 

3. Uniformization of abelian varieties. Throughout this section 0 is as- 
sumed to be a complete discrete valuation ring. Our purpose here is to review the 
basic facts about^ uniformizing an abelian variety A over K&s the quotient of a semi- 
abelian variety G over if by a discrete subgroup L : Y c-> G. Here Y is an etale sheaf 
of free abelian groups of finite rank over Spec K. The semi-abelian variety G fits into 
a Raynaud extension O-^T-^G-^^-^O, such that the abelian variety B has 
potentially good reduction, and dim(T) = rank(lr). Moreover the above data satisfies 
the positivity condition on page 59 of [FC], in the definition of the category DD, after 
a finite separable base field extension L of K such that T is split over L and B has 
good reduction over OL- This positivity condition is independent of the finite sepa- 
rable extension L one chooses. For future reference, an embedding L : Y c-^ G which 
satisfies the above positivity condition will be called a if-rational degeneration data, 
or a degeneration data rational over K. A iif-rational degeneration data as above is 
said to be split over an extension L of K if Y is constant over K (equivalently, the 
torus T is split over L) and B has good reduction over L. Every degeneration data 
rational over K splits over some finite Galois extension of K. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(i) Let 0 = OK be a complete discrete valuation ring. Then every K-rational 

degeneration data t : Y <-^ G gives rise to an abelian variety A over K such 
that A is the quotient of G by Y in the rigid analytic category. Conversely 
every abelian variety A over K arises from a K-rational degeneration data 
t-.Y^G. 
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(ii) Suppose that L : Y <-^ G is the K-rational degeneration data for an abelian 
variety A over K. Then for every Galois extension L/K of K such that the 
degeneration data splits over L (equivalently, A has semistable reduction over 
GL), there is a natural isomorphism A(K) = (G(L)/Y(L))Gal(<L/K\ This 
isomorphism is functorial in L/K. 

Proof The references for the quotient construction and the uniformization the- 
orem are [M], [Rl], [FC, Ch. 2, 3] and [BL]. They are written in the case when the 
abelian variety A has semistable reduction over 0, or equivalently when the degen- 
eration data i : Y -> G is split over K. For instance [FC, Prop. 8.1, p. 78] is a 
reference for (ii) in the case when A has semistable reduction over K. The slightly 
more generally statement in the proposition follows from the semistable reduction 
case by descent. D 

4. The invariant c(G, K) for semiabelian varieties. The main result of this 
section is 

THEOREM 4.1. Assume either that char(ii") = 0 and the residue field K ofO = OK 

is perfect, yr that the residue field K is finite. Then for every Raynaud extension 
0->T -*G -> B -* 0 over K, we have c(G, K) = c(T, if) + c(B, K). 

REMARK 4.2. 
(i) Our proof of Theorem 4-1 in the two cases are quite different technically. 

When the residue field K is finite we use the Haar measure on the group of 
rational points on finite separable extensions of K. This proof is valid when 
K has characteristic p but we have difficulty translating it to the more general 
situation when the residue field is perfect but not finite. 

(ii) The proof for the case when the chai(K) = 0 is somewhat indirect. First 
we establish it in Cor. J^.l in the case when T is an induced torus; this part 
is valid for every discrete valuation ring 0. Then we show in Lemma 4-9 
that the base change conductor c(G, K) stays the same under any K-isogeny 
whose kernel is contained in the torus part T ofG, i/char(if) = 0. The proof 
of Lemma 4-9 is valid only when cha,r(K) = 0. 

The following lemma may indicate that the statement of Theorem 4.1 is plausible. 

LEMMA 4.3. Assume that the residue field K of O is algebraically closed and K 
is complete. 

(i) For every torus T over K, we have W(K,T) = (0) for all j > 1. 
(ii) Let   M   be   a   free   abelian   group   of  finite   rank   with   a   continuous 

action   by   Gal(ifseP/if).     Then   H1 (Gal(KseP/K),M)   is   finite,   while 
H^(Gal(KseP/if), M) = (0) for all j > 3. 

Proof. This lemma is certainly known. We provide a proof for the readers' con- 
venience. According to [S2, Chap. XII], the Brauer group of every finite extension 
of K is trivial, hence by [S3, Chap. II, §3, Propl 5] the cohomological dimension of 
Gal(ifsep/if) is at most 1. So the strict cohomological dimension of Gal(jK"sep/-K") is 
at most 2. The statement for j > 3 in both (i) and (ii) follows. 

(i) Let L/K be a finite separable extension which splits T. Let X*(T) be the 

cocharacter group of T. The induced module In^Q^^sep/L\ X*(T) is the cocharacter 
group of an induced torus T' over K. The natural surjection 
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gives an exact sequence 

1 -* T" -4 T' -+ T -> 1 

of tori over K. By Shapiro's lemma, 

H2(li:,T') = X*(T)^zH2(L,(LseP)x) = (0). 

So H2(X,T) = H^^r7) = (0), the second equality holds because scd(ir) < 2. We 
have shown that H2^, T) = (0) for every torus T over K, especially ^(K, T") = (0). 
Again from the long exact sequence, we get H1(iir,T) = H2(X,T//) = (0). This proves 

(i)- 
Another proof of (i) is to observe that the Gal(L/iC)-module Lx is cohomological 

trivial by Tate-Nakayama, hence the Gal(L/i;f)-module T(L) := X*(T) <S>zLx is also 
cohomologically trivial. See [S2, IX §5, Thm. 8, Thm. 9]. 

(ii) Let L/K be a finite separable extension such that G8i\(Ksep/K) operates 

trivially on M. Let M' := Ind^^llp^. The natural embedding of M into M' 
gives a short exact sequence of Gal(Ksep/K)-modules 0 -> M ->• M7 ->- M" ->• 0. 
By Shapiro's lemma, H^Gal^w/lf), M7) = M <g>z H^Gal^^/L), Z) = (0). The 
asserted finiteness now follows from the easy fact that (M7 0 Q)Gal(^:sep/^) surjects 
to(M77(g)Q)Gal^sep/^). D 

REMARK 4.4. T/ie statements in Lemma 4-3 do not hold if K is only assumed to 
be separably closed but may not be perfect. The reason is that the Brauer group of K 
may be non-trivial if K is not perfect, see [S2, XIV, §5, exer. 2]. 

LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that 0 is strictly henselian. Let T = Res^/^To be a 
torus over K induced from a split torus To over a finite separable extension L of 
K. Let f : X -> Spec O be a local scheme smooth over 0, and let ffcT be the pull- 
back of T to XK := X xgpec o Spec K. Then Elt(XKJ^T) = H^pOc/fcT) = 
%pt(XKJ*KT) = (0). 

Proof, This result is known, see for instance [BX, 4.2]. We produce a proof for 
the convenience of the reader. 

First we show that H|t(Xir,/£T) = 0. We may and do assume that To = Gm. 
Let 5 = Spec 0, S' = Spec QL, Y := X Xs S", and YK = Y xs Spec K. Let 
g : Y -> X (resp. gx : YK -> XK) be the projection map from Y to X (resp. from YK 

to XK)- By the definition of Weil restriction of scalars, f^T is canonically isomorphic 
to (pA')*(Gm). Since YK is finite etale over XK^ (WgKJto, i^m) = (0) for all i > 0. So 
H^X/^/j^T) = H^t(Y/r,Gm). Now one observes that the scheme XK is local, and 
that YK is finite over XK, hence YK is semi-local. Therefore H^-XjCj/j^T) = (0). 

Here is another proof of the vanishing of H|t(Xx, /^T). The scheme Y is smooth 
over S', hence is regular. Moreover Y is local since OL is finite and totally ramified 
over 0. Each element of Hlt(YK:,Gm) corresponds to the isomorphism class of an 
invertible sheaf CJC of OYK -modules. The scheme Y being regular, every invertible 
sheaf CK on YK extends to an invertible sheaf £ on Y. Such an extension C must be 
principal since Y is a local scheme, so CK is also a principal invertible sheaf. 

The same argument above also proves that Hsm(XR:,/£T) = Hfppf(XK,/^:T) = 
(0) as well. Alternatively, one can invoke the general fact that RI^XK^G) = 
HfppfpfK-jC?) = H.lt(XK,G) for all i > 0 and every commutative smooth group 
scheme G over XK', see Example 3.4 (c) and Theorem 3.9 of [Mi]. D 
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REMARK 4.6. Let S = Spec 0,rj = Spec K, and let j : rj -» S be the inclusion 
morphism. Let 5sm (resp. rjsm) the small smooth site attached to S (resp. rj). Let 
ism : ??sm -> Ssm be the morphism induced by j. Lemma 4-5 implies that T^jsm+T = 
(0); this statement can also be regarded as a reformulation of Lemma ^.5. 

COROLLARY 4.7. Let O^T-^G-^B-^-Obea Raynaud extension over K such 
that T is isomorphic to the restriction of scalars Res^/iK^o) of a split torus TQ over 
a finite extension L of K. Then the complex of smooth group schemes 0 -» TlftNR -* 
GlftNR -> i?NR -> 0 over Spec 0 is exact Hence the complex 0 -> Lie(TlftNR) -> 

Lie(G       ) -> Lie^1^11) —> 0 of free O-modules is also exact. 

Proof. Lemma 4.5 implies that locally in the smooth topology, the morphism 
TT : G -)• iiNR admits a section; see also Remark 4.6. In particular the induced 
map Lie(G ) -)• Lie(iiNR) is surjective, and the morphism TT : G -»• ^B1^11 is 
smooth. Denote by T the kernel of the homomorphism TT between group schemes. By 
the Neron property, we get a homomorphism /i from T to TlftNR which extends the 
natural isomorphism between the generic fibers. On the other hand, since TlftNR -+ 

G -> SNR is a complex of group schemes, we get a homomorphism /2 from TlftNR 

to T extending the natural isomorphism between the generic fibers. Therefore /i and 
/2 are inverse to each other, and TlftNR is isomorphic to T. D 

REMARK 4.8. 
(a) For any short exact sequence 0 —> T —> G\ -> G2 -> 0 of semiabelian varieties 

over K with T as above, the same argument shows that the attached complex 
0 -> rlftNR -> GV"1™ ^ G2mNR -> 0 of Neron models is a short exact 
sequence of group schemes smooth over 0. 

(b) The second part of the statement of [BX, 4-2], that R^'sm*^ = (0) for every 
torus TK over K if the residue field of K is perfect, is incorrect. In fact, 
take TK to be the norm-one torus attached to a totally ramified quadratic 
Galois extension L of K, Gi be Res^/xC^m), and G2 be the quotient of Gi 
by TK • One verifies by explicit calculation of the Neron model of TK that the 
canonical morphism from TK* 

NR
 to GilftNR is not a closed embedding. In 

view of (a) above, this implies that ^jsm^Tx i1 (0). Fortunately the rest of 
the results of [BX] are not affected1; The second part of [BX, 4-2] is used only 
in Thm. 4-11 (w) of [BX] to show surjection (J)E -» (j>B of the induced map on 
the component groups. For this purpose one only needs that R1 je't* TK = (0), 
which is the statement of our Lemma 4-3 (i) which is also proved in [BX, 
12]. 

LEMMA 4.9. Assume that chai(K) = 0. Let 0 -> Ti -¥ G1 -» B -+ 0 be a 
Raynaud extension. Let 

0 -> T2 -» G2 -> B -4 0 

be the push-out of 0 —> Ti —> Gi —> B —> 0 by a K-rational isogeny a : Ti -> T2. 
Thenc(GuK)=c(G2,K). 

Proof. The argument of Theorem 11.3 of [CYdS], which is an application of Tate's 
Euler-Poincarecharacteristicformula, applies to the present situation, and shows that 
c(GuK) = c(G2,K).D 

1We thank S. Bosch for supplying the clarification. 
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Proof of Theorem 4-1 when char(iir) = 0. Choose a torus T3 over K such that 
the product torus T3 Xspec K T is if-isogenous to Res^/^To for some split torus To 

over a finite extension L of K. Let (T3 x G) be the Neron model for the product 

T3 xspec K G. Then we have (Tz x G)lftNR ^ ^lftNR xgpec 0 GlftNR, hence 

c(r3 x G,K) = c{T^K) + c{G,K). 

On the other hand, the push-out of the Raynaud extension O-^TsxT-^rsxG-^ 
B -> 0 via a iiT-isogeny T3 x T ->• Res^//^ To is a Rayaud extension 0 -> Res^/K Tb -> 
G3 -» J5 -> 0. From Lemma 4.9, Corollary 4.7 we get 

c(T3xG,K) =c(G3,K) = c(ResL/KT(hK)+c(B,K) = c(T3,K)+c(T,K)+c(B,K). 

The last equality uses the isogeny invariance of the base change conductor c(T, K) for 
tori; see Theorem 11.3 of [CYdS], Comparing the two expressions for c(Ts x G, K), 
we get c(G, K) = c(T, K) + c(B, K). U 

LEMMA 4.10. Let K be a local field with finite residue field K. Let T be a torus 
over K which is split over a finite separable totally ramified extension L of K. Let 
X*(T) be the character group ofT, consider as a module over TK = Gdl(Ksep/K). 
For every finite separable extension Kf of K, denote by YK' the Galois group 
Gdl(KsepIK'). Then for every finite unramified extension M of K, The restriction 
map 

resi, : H1^,^*^)) -+ ^(TM^X^T)) 

is an isomorphism. 

COROLLARY 4.11. Notations as in Lemma 4-10 above. Then the cardinality of 
the finite group H1'(rM,TCR:8ep)) is equal to that ofE1(rK,T(K8e9)) for each finite 
unramified extension M of K. 

Proof of Corollary ^.ii. According to Tate's local duality theorem, the cup- 
product pairing 

H^FM ,-x:*(r)) x H^rAf ,r(iir8eP)) -> H2(rM,#sep) s Q/Z 

is a perfect pairing; see [S3, II §5.8, Thm. 6]. The Corollary follows. □ 

REMARK 4.12. The restriction map from H1(rM,TCK'sep)) to ^(TK.TiK8^)) 
is not an isomorphism, but rather [M : K] times an isomorphism. 

Proof of Lemma 4.10. We know that ^(TL.X*^)) = (0) since T is split 
over L. Hence from the inflation-restriction sequence we get an isomorphism 
RHGalfL/tf),**^)) -^ E^TK.X^T)) via the inflation map. Similarly the infla- 
tion map gives an isomorphism H1(Gal(LM/M),X*(T)) A HHTM,^*^)). Since 
L is totally ramified over K and M is unramified over iif, the pairs (Ga^L/K), X*(T)) 
and (Gal(LM/M),X*(T)) are visibly isomorphic under the restriction map. There- 
fore the restriction map H1^^,^*^)) ->> H1 (FM, X*(T)) is an isomorphism. D 
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Proof of Theorem 4-1 when the residue field K is finite. Assume now that the 
residue field K of the local field K is finite. The translation invariant differential 
forms of top degree on GlftNR form a free rank-one O-module O^NR. Let LOG be a 
generator of LUGNR. For every finite separable extension F of K, let //G,F be the Haar 
measure on G(F) attached to u;<3; it is independent of the choice of the generator LJG 

ofcjQNR. Similarly we get a Haar measure ^TK,F 
on T(F) and a Haar measure fJ>BK,F 

on T{F). 
Let lJiBK,F x I^TK,F be the "product Haar measure" on G(F) such that the integral 

of a Schwartz function on G(F) against JJLBK^^^TK^F is given by first integrating over 
the fibers of G{F) -> B{F) using the Haar measure IJ>TK,F, and then integrate over 
the open subgroup G(F)/T(F) of B(F) using the Haar measure lJiBK,F on B(F). 
Here we have identified G(F)/T(F) as an open subgroup of B(F) using the exact 
sequence 0 -»• T(F) -> G(F) -> B(F) attached to the short exact sequence 0 -> T -» 
G -► B -> 0. The two Haar measures ^BK,F X ^TK,F and HGK^F on G(F) differ by 
a multiplicative constant, which can be described as follows. From the short exact 
sequence 0—>T —> G —> B —>0we obtain a canonical isomorphism 

P : ULB ®K VT -^ UQ . 

Write P(CJB ® ^T) = a * w{G) with a G Kx. Then for any finite separable extension 
F of K, the product measure ^BK,F 

X
 IJ>TK,F is equal to the Haar measure on G(F) 

attached to 0(UJB QUT)- Hence 

»BK,F X fiTK,F = \\a\\F X fiGKlF , 

where ||a||i? = q™ F^a\ and qp is the cardinality of the residue field K,F of F. As we 
shall soon see, the element a € K turns out to be a unit of 0; this is the key point of 
the proof. 

Let L be a finite separable extension of K such that T, G, B all have semistable 
reduction over 0^. From the definition of the invariant c(G,K) we see that 

^GL,L = \\^K\\CLG,K) VGK,L. 

Similar equalities hold for T and B. Therefore Theorem 4.1 will follow from the 
statement of the next proposition, for both fields K and L. 

PROPOSITION 4.13. Notations as above. The Haar measure HGK,F on G(F) is 
equal to the product measure HTK,F X IJLBK.F, for any finite separable extension F of 
K. 

Proof. Since the formation of Neron models commutes with finite unramified 
extension of base fields, we may and do assume that T,G,B all have semistable 
reduction over a totally ramified finite separable extension L of K, and that the 
groups (^TI^G, <f>B of connected components of the closed fiber of the Neron 1ft models 
of T, G, B are all constant over the residue field K. By Lemma 4.5, we can divide out 
the maximal K-split subtorus of T, so we may and do assume that T is anisotropic 
over K, and hence anisotropic over all finite unramified extensions of K. 

By what we have seen so far, it suffices to prove the proposition for one finite 
unramified extensions M of K. Since what we need to prove is that two Haar measures 
on the same group are equal, it suffices to integrate both against the constant function 
1 on the group G(M) and compare the two integrals; they differ by factor of the form 
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||a||M? where a is an element of Kx independent of M. Our strategy is to examine the 
growth behavior of the two integrals as M varies over the tower of finite unramified 
extensions of K using the Lang-Weil estimate to conclude that the factor in question 
is equal to 1 for all finite unramified extension M of K. 

In the yet-unfinished proof of Thm. 4.1, we have written /3(UJB ® ^T) as a ♦ CJ(G), 

where a is an element of Kx. So (/JLBKM 
X
 /^T^MXG^M)) = |M|M * I^GK,M(G(M)) 

for every finite unramified extension M of K. The projection G(M) -> B(M) gives 
an embedding of G(M)/T(F) into B(M) as an open subgroup of finite index. By 
Fubini's theorem, we have 

(»BK,MX»TK,M)(G(M)) = [B(M) : G(M)/T(M)]-
1
^BKM(B(M)) • prK,M(T(M)). 

On the other hand, by the definition of the Haar measure IIGKM-) 
we ^ave 

Notice that G(M) is compact since we assumed that T is anisotropic over M. Simi- 

laxly, we have /^M^M)) = q^dim(B) -^M^M)! and /x^^(r(M)) = q^^ • 
|^M

NR
(^M)|, where ^T^G^B are the component groups of the closed fiber of the 

Neron models of T, G, B respectively. By the Lang-Weil estimate, we have 

lim Mo*,Af (G(M)) _      |0G| 

<7M->OO HBKM(B(M)) - HTKM(
T

(
M

))      l<M • l^rl 

On the other hand by Cor. 4.11, we have the uniform bound [B(M) : G(M)/T(M)] < 
|H1(rjK',-X'*(r))|, independent of M. As QM -> oo we see that the element a £ Kx 

has to be a unit of 0, and moreover [B(M) : G(M)/T(M)] ♦ |0G| = |0B| • |0T|. This 
prove Prop. 4.13 and concludes the proof of the second part of Thm. 4.1. D 

5. Neron models and uniformization. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let 0 be a discrete valuation ring with fraction field K. Let 
A be an abelian variety over K, and let L : Y M» G be the corresponding degeneration 
data over K. Then c(A, K) = c(G, K). 

Proof. We may and do assume that 0 is complete. Let OCK * Grig -> ATlg be the 
uniformization map over K in the category of rigid analytic varieties. By [BX, Thm. 
2.3], the map a^ extends uniquely to a morphism of formal schemes 

ao : (GNR)A -+ GTY , 

G    )   and (4NR)   denote the p-adic completion of the Neron models G    and 

ANR respectively. Moreover ao is etale, and gives an isomorphism from the neutral 

G    )    to the neutral component of (ANR)  •   The same statement 

holds for every finite separable extension of K. We conclude the proof of Prop. 5.1 
by the functoriality of ao- □ 

COROLLARY 5.2. Assume that the residue field K, of the discrete valuation ring 
0 is perfect Let A be an abelian variety over a K. Assume that over the ring 
of integers Ox,  of some finite separable extension L of K the neutral component 
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of the closed fiber of the Neron model AL
NR
 of AL is a torus, so that over the 

completion K of K the abelian variety Ag is uniformized as a quotient of a torus 

G over K in the rigid category. Let £ be a prime number invertible in K. Then 

c(A,K) = ±a(x*(GJ\ = \a(V£(A)) . Here a(x*(G)) is the Artin conductor of 

the representation of Gal(Ksep/K) on the character group of the torus G, while 
a(yi{A)) is the Artin conductor of the t-adic Tate module of A, considered as a 
Qe -representation of Gal(£sep/K). 

Proof The first equality is a special^case of Prop. 5.1. The second equality is a 
consequence of the fact that Yi(A)IVi(G) is non-canonically isomorphic to the dual 
ofV/(G). □ 

THEOREM 5.3. Assume either that the residue field K is finite, or that char(K)' = 
0 and K is perfect Let A be cm abelian variety over K. Let Y «-> G be the correspond- 
ing degeneration data over K, and G fits into a Raynaud extension 0 -> T -> G -» 
£->(). Then 

c{A,K) = c(T,K) + c{B,K) = \a(X*(T)®zQ) +c(B,K) , 

where a(X*(T) ®zQ) is the Artin conductor of the linear representation of 
GdL\(Ksev/K) on X*(T) 0 Q. 

Proof The first equality follows from Thm. 4.1 and Prop. 5.1. The second equality 
is proved in [CYdS, §11]. D 

Although we can express the base change conductor c(—, K) by a simple formula 
in the case of tori, in the case of abelian varieties a "simple formula" may be too 
optimistic to hope for. Since the statement that c(T,K) = |a(X*(T) <g> Q) for all 
tori over K is equivalent to the statement that c(T, K) = c(T',iiT) for all isogenous 
tori T, T", whether the invariant c(A,K) for abelian varieties stays the same under 
isogenies may be a more intelligent question to ask. This question will be addressed 
in the next section. 

6. Study of isogeny invariance. In this section the 0 = 0^ denotes a henselian 
discrete valuation ring whose fraction field K has characteristic 0, unless otherwise 
stated. The residue field K of 0 is assumed to be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. 

PROPOSITION 6.1. Let u : Bi —> B2 be an isogeny between abelian varieties over 
K such that for some finite Galois extension L of K, the map uL : B^^i -> i^z, 
induced by u from the Neron models of Bi Xspec K Spec L to the Neron models of 
B2 xspec K SPec ^ Z5 e^a'e- Then the map u : i?iNR -> i?2NR between the Neron 
models over OK is etale. 

Proof We may and do assume that 0 is complete and the residue field K is 
algebraically closed. Let M = Ker(^), a finite group scheme over K. Consider the 
following diagram 

0  ► B2(K)lu(B1(K))  ► 1S}{K,M) 

0  ►   B2(L)/u(B1(L))    ► H^^M) 
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with exact rows. Since the homomorphism uL is etale by assumption, it induces a 
surjection from the neutral component of iJi* to the neutral component of B^j,, 
therefore B2(L)/u(Bi(L)) is finite. On the other hand Ker(res^:) is the image of 
H1(Gal(I//i(r),M(L)) under the inflation map, hence is finite. We conclude that 
B2(K)/u(Bi(K)) is finite from the above diagram. 

For each n > 0 let £_. be the Greenberg functor applied to the smooth group 

scheme Bf* Xspec o Spec(6/7rnO) over Spec(0/7rn0),i = 1,2. Each 2|. is a smooth 

group scheme over Spec /s, such that g_. (K) = JBjNR(0/7rnO). Consider the homo- 
morphism u   : B     -* ZL    induced by u. On the level of ^-points the cokernel 

is finite, because £_. (K) is a quotient of B^n(0) = Bi(K) for i = 1,2. Since 

dim (J^ ) = dim (J^ ) and K is algebraically closed, the kernel of Mn is also a finite 
quasi-algebraic group over n. 

Choose an integer N ^> 0 such that the exponential map induces an isomorphism 

TT^ UeBf* A Ker(5i
NR(0) -> ^(O/TT^O)),    i = 1,2. 

Consider the following map between short exact sequences 

0  ► Tr^LieBi1*1  y 3^(0)  > 3^(0/^0)  > 0 

Lieu uo u<D/-nN0 

0  -> Tr^Lie^^  > ^2NR(0)  > B^iO/i^O)  ► 0 

induced by u. This gives us an exact sequence 

Ker^o/^o) -> Coker(Liei/) -> Coker(uo) 

Since Ker^o/^jvo) and Coker(i/o) are finite, so is Coker(Lie'u). This implies that 

LieM:Lie^NR ALieB/11 

since AC is infinite. D 

REMARK 6.2. A slight modification of the proof above works for the case char (if) 
= p > 0 as well, but the hypothesis that the residue field K is perfect is still needed. 

LEMMA 6.3. 
(i) Let Bi, B2 be abelian varieties over K which have good reduction over the 

ring of integers OL of a finite Galois extension L of K. Let u : Bi —> B2 be 
a K-isogeny. Then there exists a unique factorization of u as a composition 

±>i —> Jos —> i)2 

of isogenies between abelian varieties over K, such that over OL, Ker(iAi) 
extends to a finite flat subgroup scheme of B*l\ with geometrically connected 
closed fiber, and Ker^) extends to a finite etale subgroup scheme of B^. 
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(ii) Notations as in (i) above. Assume moreover that the reduction of Bi and 
B2 over the residue field of OL we ordinary abelian varieties. Then over 
QL, Ker(w*) extends to a finite etale subgroup scheme of the OL-Neron model 
B1™R

L of the dual abelian variety B^ xspec K Spec L of B3 xspec K Spec L. 

Proof. Statement (i) is standard if .Bi,i?2 have good reduction over 0. The 
statement (i) itself follows from descent. Statement (ii) follows from statement (i). □ 

DEFINITION 6.4. Under the blanket assumption that cha^if) = 0 of this section, 
we can attach a non-zero ideal T>u to every isogeny u between abelian varieties over 
K, as follows. Let u be an isogeny from an abelian variety Ai to an abelian variety A2 
over K. The homomorphism det(Lie(^)) : det(Lie(yiiNR)) ->• det(Lie(^42NR)) between 
rank one free 0-modules is isomorphic to the inclusion of an ideal T)u of 0 in 0. In 
other words, T>u is defined by 0/Vu ^ det(Lie(^42NR))/det(Lie(M))(det(Lie(i4I

NR))). 

This definition applies to the dual isogeny u* : A* -)> A^ as well and gives us an 
ideal T)ut in 0. The following is a result of Raynaud, see Thm. 2.1.1 and p. 208-210 
of [R2]. 

PROPOSITION 6.5. Let u : Ai -> A2 be an isogeny between abelian varieties over 
K. Then the product ideal T>u -D^t is equal to the ideal of 0 generated by deg(u), the 
degree of the isogeny u. 

LEMMA 6.6. Let L be a finite separable extension of K such that Ai,A2 have 
semistable reduction over OL- Then 

ord*(Du) + c(^2, K) = ovdK(VUr) + c(A1, K). 

Proof. We have a commutative diagram 

AlNR xSpec 0 SpecOL   -XSpec oSpec% A2NR xSpec 0 SpecOi 

c&nAltL/K \ca.nA2)L/K 

NR . A        NR 
,L  > M,L ^1-NR 

of smooth group schemes over OL- Apply the functor Lie to the diagram above gives 
us a commutative diagram of free OL-modules of finite rank. We finish the proof by 
taking the determinants. D 

THEOREM 6.7. For any abelian variety A over K, we have c{A, K) = c(At
yK). 

Proof. Let L be a finite separable extension of K such that A has semistable 
reduction over 0^. Let A : A —> A1 be a polarization of A over K. Since polarizations 
are self-dual, Prop. 6.5 implies that 

OVAK^X) = ordirCDAJ = 5 ord^(deg(A)). 

Apply Lemma 6.6 to A, we get the desired equality c(A,K) = c(At
:K). U 
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THEOREM 6.8. Let Ai,A2 be abelian varieties over K and let u : Ai -+ A2 be a 
K-isogeny. Assume that Ai has semistable reduction over OL for some finite Galois 
extension L of K, and the neutral component of the closed fiber of the Neron model 
of Ai L is an extension of an ordinary abelian variety by a torus, i — 1,2. Then 
c(Ai>) = c(i42>Jir). 

Proof. Suppose first that Ai,A2 have potentially good reduction. By Lemma 6.3, 
we can factor u as a composition of ui : Ai -+ A3 and U2 : As -> A2, where w* is 
potentially etale and U2 is potentially etale. By Prop. 6.1, we get c(A[,K) — c(A\, K) 
and c{A^K) = 0(^2,-K"). Thm. 6.7 tells us that c(A\,K) = c(AuK) and c(Al,K) = 
c(As,K), hence c(Ai,K) = c(A2,K) if Ai and A2 have potentially good reduction. 
The general case follows from Theorem 5.3 and the potentially good reduction case 
just proved. D 

REMARK 6.9. So far we have assumed that the discrete valuation ring 0 has 
mixed characteristics (0,p). // both K and its residue field have characteristic 0, the 
proofs still work and actually become simpler. The statements of the results in sections 
4, 5, 6 all hold. 

6.10. Counterexamples. We saw in Theorem 6.8 that for an abelian vari- 
ety over a local field K with potentially good reduction, the base change conductor 
C(J4, K) stays the same under K-rational isogenies if K has characteristic zero and A 
has potentially ordinary reduction. We give two examples to show that neither of the 
two hypotheses can be dropped. 

6.10.1. CM elliptic curves over Q with supersingular reduction. Let Z£i, 
E2 be elliptic curves over Qp, such that Ei has complex multiplication over Qp by 
the ring of integers Op of an imaginary quadratic field F. Assume the p is ramified 
in Qp, and there exists a Qp -rational isogeny u : E\ —> E2 of degree p. There are 
plenty of such examples: A glance at the first three pages of [MF4, table 1] produces 
two such pairs (27A, 27B) and(36A, 36C), with p = 3 and F = QiV^). 

By [R2, p. 209], the elementary divisor of the map Lieu : LieEiNR -> Lie'^NR 

is either 1 or p, since its product with the elementary divisor of Lie^ is equal to 
p. On the other hand, let L be a finite extension of Qp such that Ei,E2 have good 
reduction over OL- Then Op 0 Zp C Oz,, and the elementary divisor of the map 
Lie ML • Lie£i,LNR -» Lie£2,LNR is v^P- Therefore c(EuQp) ^ c^, Qp). 

6.10.2. Isotrivial potentially supersingular elliptic curves. In this exam- 
ple we take K — tt((£)), 0 = «[[£]], where K is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, 
p ^ 3. Let EQ be a supersingular elliptic curve over AC, with endomorphisms by 
Z[/i3]. Let L be a tamely totally ramified extension of K of degree 3. Let Ei 
be the twist of the constant elliptic curve EQ X spec K Spec K by a nontrivial ele- 

ment a £ Hom(Gal(L/i;f),/i3). Let E2 be the Frobenius twist E[
P
' of Ei and let 

u : Ei -> E2 be the relative Frobenius map. In other words E2 is the quotient of Ei 
by the connected subgroup of Ei of order p. One can also obtain E2 as the a-twist of 
EQ Xspec K Spec K. Observe that /JLS acts on the tangent space of Eo and EQ via 
two different characters of /X3. Using the main result of [Ed], one can check that one 
of C(BI,JK"),C(E2) is |, and the other is |. Especially c(Ei,K) ^ c(E2,K). 

7. Congruence of Neron models. For simplicity, we assume that K is com- 
plete in this section.   Let L/K be a finite Galois extension with Galois group T = 
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Gdl{LlK). To fix the idea we adopt the convention that F operates on L (resp. 
Spec L) on the right (resp. on the left). In this section we will employ the notation 
system in chapters 2, 3 of [FC] for the degeneration data of a semiabelian variety over 
a local field, recalled at the end of section 2. 

7.1. Let A be an abelian variety over K. We have a natural isomorphism 

-yiL/K) : Spec (L xK L) -^ F x Spec L, 

The Galois descent data for {L/K, F, A) is a semilinear left action of F on AL = 
A Xspec K Spec L. It induces a semilinear left action 

GDDintf (L/K, F, A) : F x AL™ -> AL
NR 

of F on AL
NR

 compatible with ^(L/K), which we refer to as the integral form of the 
Galois descent data for (L/K, F, A). 

Suppose KQ is another local field with a uniformizing element TTQ, and LQ/KQ is 
a finite Galois extension with Galois group FQ. Let AQ be an abelian variety over KQ. 

Let N > 0 be a positive integer. 
We say that the integral forms of the two Galois descent data GDDintf (L/K,T, A) 

and GDDintf(Lo/-Ko5ro, A)) are congruent at level N, notation 

GDDintf (L/K, T, A) =a^p GDDintf (L0/KQ, FQ, AQ)    (mod level N) 

if the following conditions hold: 
- /? is an isomorphism from F to FQ. 

- a is an isomorphism 

a : Spec (OL/^OL) A Spec (0Lo/7r^OLo) 

which is equivariant with respect to (F -^ TQ), and induces an isomorphism 
/? 

from O/TT^O to QQ/^QQ. 

- p is an isomorphism 

P : Aj?* xspec oL Spec(0L/7riV0L) -^ AL™ xgpec oL Spec(0L/7riV0L) 

over a, and it is equi variant with respect to F -^V FQ. 
/? 

7.2. Let KQ^Q^Q^Q be as in 7.1. For j = 0,0, let tj : Yj c-> Gj be the 
i^-rational degeneration data for an abelian variety Aj over Kj. Each Gj sits in a 
Raynaud extension 0 -¥ Tj -> Gj ->• Bj -> 0 over ifj. We assume that Bj has good 
reduction JBj over Ox^, and that Tj is split over Lj. So the Raynaud extension above 
extends over OLJ to 

0 -► Tj ^ Gj -+BJ-+Q, 

a Raynaud extension over OLr The Galois group Fj operates naturally on Gj, Yj 

and tj. We call this semi-linear action of Fj on tj : Yj *-+ Gj the (Lj/Kj)-twisted 
degeneration data for (Lj /Kj, Yj ,Aj), notation DDtw (Lj /Kj, Yj ,Aj). 

For j = 0,0, let Vj be the Poincare sheaf on B • xspec o,, ^j- Let c*- x Cj : lj x Xj -> 

Bj x 2ij be the homomorphism which corresponds to the Raynaud extension for Gl- 

over Oj. Denote by TJ the trivialization of (c^ x Cj) 'P"1 over Lj which corresponds 
to £j, j = 0,0. 
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DEFINITION 7.3. We say that the (Lj/Kj)-twisted degeneration data 
DDtw(Lj/Kj,Tj,Aj) for Aj, j = 0,0, are congruent at level N, notation 

DDtw(L/K, T, A) =a,0,6,v£ DDtw(Lo/#o, FQ, AQ)    (mod level N) 

if the following conditions hold: 
- (3 is an isomorphism from T toTo. 
- a is an CTQ  —^-» Y)-equivariant isomorphism from the pair (Trejv(£o); 

TrivCXo)) to the pair ^reN{L),T£N{K)).  Here e = e^L/K) = e(Lo/Ko), 
and we followed the notation in [D]. 

- g is an isomorphism 

GXSpec(0K/n"0K) Spec(0L/'<*"0L) 

-^ Go xSpec(oKo/^oKo) Spec(0Lo/7r^OLo) 

which is compatible with (3 and a. It induces an isomorphism Qt : X*(T) -^> 
X*(To) between the character groups. 

- v is an isomorphism from Y to YQ. Together with g, we get an isomor- 
phism £ from the biextension (c* x c)*P_1 0 (OL/TT^OL) to (4 x CQ)*^

1
 0 

(0Lo/7r0"0Lo). 

- Choose a trivialization rj of the biextension (c1 x c)5^-1 over 0^ and a triv- 
ialization rjo of the biextension (CQ X CQ)*?^

1
 over OL0 which are compatible 

with respect to £ and p. Let b : Y x X —> Kx be the bilinear form such 
that b - 7] is equal to the trivialization r of (c* x c)*^-1 which corresponds 
to t : Y «->> G. Define bo similarly. Then for each (y,x) € ^ x X, write 
yo :=zv(y),xo = Qt(x)> ** is required that 

OTdL(b(y,x)) = ordLo(&o(2/o,Xo)) • 

Moreover the element b(y, x) € PL  ^ 0(OL/^
N

OL) given byb(y,x) cor- 

responds under a-1 to the element b^{yo,Xo) ep0^Loibo{yo,Xo)) ^(0Lo/7r^OLo) 

given by 60(2/0,Xo). 

It is easy to see that in the last item above, the condition does not depend on the 
choice of 77 and rjo. 

PROPOSITION 7.4. Notation as above. If 

DDtw(L/if, T, A) =«,(3,Q,v£ DDtw(Lo/#o, To, AQ)    (mod level N), 

then there is a naturally determined g such that 

GDDintf (L/K, T, A) =at0tQ GDDintf (LQ/KQ, FQ, AQ)    (mod level N). 

Proof This is a consequence of Mumford's construction as explained in [FC, 
Chap. 3]. Since the base 0^ is a complete discrete valuation ring, one can construct 
a relatively complete model P which is regular. Then the quotient P contains the 
Neron model :AL

NR
; see the proof of [FC, Prop. 8.1, p. 78]. One way to construct such 

relatively complete models P is to use the technique of torus embedding as explained 
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in [KKMS, Chap. IV, §3]. With such construction, the congruence assumption implies 
congruence for the formal schemes Ffor and Po,for- □ 

7.5. As in [CYdS], for a scheme X constructed from the abelian variety A, "X 
is determined by the Galois descent data (mod level A/")" means that if 

GDDintf (L/JRT, T, A) =at09P GDDintf (LO/KQ, FQ, A0)    (mod level N), 

then there is a canonical isomorphism determined by (a,(3,p) from the scheme X 
to the scheme XQ constructed from AQ by the same procedure. Similarly, "X is 
determined by the degeneration data (mod level JV)" means that if 

DDtw(L/ii:, T, A) =a,(3,e,v£ DDtw(Lo/-Ko, ro5 AQ)    (mod level N), 

then there is a canonical isomorphism determined by (a,/?, £,v,£) from the scheme 
X to the scheme XQ. 

THEOREM 7.6. Let A be an abelian variety over K. Then there exists an integer 
n such that for any integer N > 1, ANR Xspec o Spec(0/7rivO) is determined by the 
Galois descent data of A (mod level N + n). 

Proof The proof of the main result Theorem 8.5 of [CYdS] works without change. 
So we only sketch the argument here. Let RNR = ResQr /Q(;4L

NR
)- Let ^4° be the 

schematic closure of A in i£NR. Let R' = i2NR Xspec o Spec OL- There is a natural 
map a : R! -> F x AL

NR
 , where the target F x ^NR is naturally identified with 

the Neron model of the generic fiber of Reso^/o (AL
NR

). Let /3 : AL
NR

 <^ F x AL™ 
be the diagonal embedding. Taking the fiber product of a and /?, we get a closed 
subscheme .A' of i?' whose generic fiber is the abelian variety A naturally embedded 
in 'R&SL/K{AL)' Clearly A! is locally defined g(d— 1) equations as a subscheme of JJ', 
where g = dim (A), d = [L : K]. Moreover A' contains A0 Xspec o Spec OL- 

Let 7rh0 be the intersection of the Jacobian ideal of A! C R! with 0. The argu- 
ment of [CYdS, §5] show that the defect of smoothness 5 of ^4° is at most h. Then 
the main argument in [CYdS, §8], which uses the approximation theorem of [El], 
shows that A™* xspec o Spec(0/7riV0) is determined by the Galois descent data of A 
(mod level m) for any m > max(iV + 5 + 2/i, 3h + 1). Especially we can take n to be 
3/i in the statement of Theorem 7.6 □ 

REMARK 7.7. Prop. 7.4 and Thm. 7.6 together says that in the situation of Thm. 
7.6, a congruence 

DDtw(L/JFC, F, A) =a,0,Q,v,z DDtw(Lo/i^o, FQ, AQ)    (mod level N + n) 

between the degeneration data of A and AQ at level N + n uniquely determines a 
congruence between the Neron models ANR and AoNn at level N, for every N > 1. 

PROPOSITION 7.8. Let 0 be a discrete valuation ring with perfect residuejield K. 

Let A be an abelian variety over the fraction field K of 0, and let i : Y M- G be the 
degeneration data for A over the completion K of K. Suppose that in the Raynaud 
extension 

the abelian variety B has good reduction over Qg. Then 

c(A,K) = c(T,K) = \ a(X*(T) ® Q) = i a (yt(A)), 
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where £ is a prime number invertible in K, and a(-) denotes the Artin conductor for 
linear representations of Gal(Ksep/K). 

Proof. From the definition one sees that the invariant c(-4, K) is determined by 
1NR xspec o SpectO/Tr^O) for N > 0. So by Theorem 7.6 c(A,K) is determined 
by the Galois descent data of A (mod level m) for m ^> 0. Hence by Proposition 
7.4 c(A, K) is determined by DDtw(Z/j/.Kj, Fj, Aj) (mod level m), the L/lf-twisted 
degeneration data modulo level m for m > 0. Since £? has good reduction, one can 
find a local field KQ of characteristic 0 and a finite Galois extension Lo of KQ such 
that 

DDtw(L/.K, F, A) E-arfwA DDtw(Lo/Ko, FQ, A0)    (mod level m). 

For m >► 0 we get 

c(A,K) = c(A),lf) - c(To,K) = c(T,K) = ^a(X*(T) 0Q) 

by Theorem 5.3. This proves the first two equalities of Prop. 7.8. The last equality 
in the statement of Prop. 7.8 is a consequence of the general fact that 

a(V£(A))=2a(X*(T)®Q) 

when A is uniformaized by (G, Y) and G sits in a short exact sequence 0 —>■ T —> G —> 

8. Some open questions. In this section we compile a list of unresolved ques- 
tions. 

8.1. Additivity of c(—,-K"). Theorem 4.1 is prove under an awkward assump- 
tion: either the local field K has characteristic 0 or the residue field K is finite. One 
would like to find a better proof so that this assumption can be replaced by: the 
residue field K is perfect. 

Here is a related question. Even under the more restrictive "awkward assumption" 
above, it is not yet known whether the base change conductor c(G,K) is "additive" 
for short exact sequence of semiabelian varieties, under the "awkward assumption" 
above. Abelian varieties with potentially good reduction would be the first "test case" 
to be considered. 

One can reformulate this additivity question for the base change conductor as an 
exactness question for the volume form of the Neron models, as follows. Let 

0 -» d -> G2 -> G3 -* 0 

be a short exact sequence of semiabelian varieties over the local field K. As before let 
UIG.NK be the rank-one free Ox-module of translation-invariant differential forms of 
top-degree on the Neron model GiNR of G^, and let uGi — a;G.NR 0oK K, i = 1,2,3. 
From the short exact sequence above we obtain a natural isomorphism /? : uGi ®K 

uG3 -^ a^2. The statement that c(G2) = c(Gi) + c(Gs) is equivalent to the following 
exactness statement, that 

P ^GiNR 0OK ^G3NR j — ^G2NR • 
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This reformulation is implicit in the proof of Thm. 4.1 when the residue field ft; in 
that case the exactness statement displayed above is equivalent to the statement of 
Prop. 4.13. 

8.2. Does c(A,K) = ciA^K) in general? We have seen in Thm. 6.7 that 
c(A, K) — c^jif) if char(i;f) = 0 and K is perfect, and one would like to know 
whether this is also true when K = /c((£)) and ft is a perfect field of characteristic 
p>0. 

8.3. Non-perfect residue fields. The results in §7 on congruence of Neron 
models hold for all discrete valuation rings. But almost everything else we showed 
about the base change conductor c(G, K) depends on the hypothesis that the residue 
field ft is perfect. Even for tori we do not know whether c(T, K) is an isogeny invariant 
if the residue field is not perfect. It will be interesting to know to what extent the 
perfectness assumption on ft is really necessary. 

8.4. Estimate c(—, K). We have seen that in general the base change conductor 
c(G, K) may change under If-isogenies. So it is impossible to have a "simple formula" 
for c(G, K) in terms of the Artin or the Swan conductor of the £-adic Tate module 
V^(G) of G, where £ is a prime number invertible in the residue field ft. Even in 
the case when A is an abelian variety with potentially ordinary reduction over a 
local field K of characteristic 0, c{A, K) is not necessarily determined by the Galois 
representation V^(G); CM elliptic curves with the same CM field but different CM- 
types provide counter-examples. However it is desirable, if possible at all, to have 
estimates of c(G, if), in terms of the Artin or the Swan conductor of V^(G), and/or 
other "more familiar" numerical invariants 

8.5. The refined invariants Ci{—, K) for tori. The elementary divisors Ci,..., 
cdim(G) of the base change conductor are defined in 2.4 They are the exponents of the 
elementary divisors of the homomorphism cancr^/K : LieGNR (g) OL —> LieGi,NR. 
One would like to study their behavior, and estimate them in terms of more familiar 
invariants. 

In the case of tori the elementary divisors ci (T, K) of the base change conductor 
can be viewed as invariants attached to linear representations of Gal(ifsep/K) on free 
abelian groups of finite ranks. Their sum is equal to one half of the Artin conductor. 
They do not seem to have been studied in the literature. The following are a few facts 
about the Cj(T, ifj's. The proofs are omitted. 

(a) EXAMPLE: INDUCED TORI. Let L be a finite separable totally ramified ex- 
tension of K of degree d. We assume that the residue field of K is perfect. 
Let -KL be a uniformizing element of 0^. let T = ResL/KGm. Let cri,... , ad 
be the K-linear embeddings of L into Ksep. Denote by ord^ the valua- 
tion on Ksep such that the ord^TTft:) = 1. Then the elementary divisors 
ci(T, K),... ,Cd(T,K) of the base change conductor are just the valuations 

of the elementary divisors of the d x d matrix ( CT^TT^) ) .  Using the 

Vandermonde determinant, one can compute ci(T,if),... ,Cd(T,K) explic- 
itly; the answer is as follows. For n = 1,... , d — 1 let 

/ \ 

bn=    max        Y] ordtf (^-(TTL) - crfc(7rz,)) 
JC{1,...    yd} 

I=n + 1 \    i<fc , 
\j,kei / 
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Then ci (T, K) = 0, c2 (T, if) = &i and 

Ci{T,K) = bi-i — bi_2,    i = 3,... ,d. 

By Cor. 4.7, the invariants for T" := Resx//jft:(Gm)/Gm are 

c1(r
,,,K) = C2(r,if), C2(T",K) = c3(T,K),... .Cd.^T^K) = cd(T,K). 

On the other hand these invariants for the norm-one torus 

T' := Ker (NmL/^ : ResL/K(Gm) -> Gm) 

attached to L/K seem to be more difficult to compute. 
(b) The elementary divisors of the base change conductor may change under K- 

isogenies in general. For instance let L be a separable biquadratic extension 
of K. Let Mi, M2, M3 be the three quadratic subextension of L/K, suitably 
indexed so that ord^discMx/K:) < ord#(discM2/.fc:) < ord^discMg/*:)- Let 
Ti be the norm-one torus attached to Mi/K, i = 1,2,3. Then T4 := Ti x 
T2 x T3 is if-isogenous to the quotient torus T" :— ResL/K(Gm)/Gm. We 
have Ci(T4,K) — |ordi<:(discMi/JR:)5 « — 1,2,3. On the other hand it is not 
difficult to construct biquadratic extensions L/K such that the Ci(Trf,Kys 
are different from the ^ord/^discA^/iO's. 

(c) The multiplicity of (the occurence of) 0 in the sequence (c^T, K) )i<i<dim(T) 
is invariant under if-isogenies; this multiplicity is equal to the dimension of 
the largest subtorus of T which is split over the maximal unfamified extension 
of K. 

(d) Let T be a torus over K, and let T" (resp. T") be a subtorus (resp. a quotient 
torus) of T over K. Then fore all 1 < i < din^T') we have 

Similarly we have 

for all 1 < i < dim^"). 
(e) Using the inequalities in (d) and the explicit calculation in (a) above, one 

obtains estimates of J]1< .<iCj(T, JRT) in terms of the breaks of the Galois 
group of a finite Galois splitting field of T. These estimates do not appear to 
be sharp. 

8.6. Isogeny invariance of c(A, if), A potentially ordinary. It is natural 
to ask whether the assumption that char(if) = 0 in Thm. 6.8 is superfluous. This 
question and related issues will be addressed in another paper. 
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